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And there were voices, and thunders,
and lightnings; and there was a great
earthquake, such as was not since
men were upon the earth, so mighty
an earthquake, and so great.

Revelation 16:18
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Warning Sirens

My latest book, Midnight Strikes, was released on March 1st of 2020. In it I
conducted a series of interviews with my friend Steve Quayle about various things that
Jesus showed him as Steve physically stood in the Lord’s presence. Steve was told
that these things would happen at the End of the Age and the Lord would remind Steve
of them shortly before they occurred. When I asked Steve specifically about
earthquakes and volcanoes at the End of the Age, he said,
I saw major volcanoes,
some previously
dormant, erupt all at
the same time, all over
the world. As I
watched, I knew that
this would also be a
sign that the Great
Tribulation was
starting.
Daniel: So, you see these volcano eruptions linked to mankind entering into the Great
Tribulation period?
Steve: That’s what the Lord said, “When you see all the major volcanoes of the world
erupting…
People want to argue with me and say, “Well, we’re not in the great tribulation!” But
that’s what the Lord told me. Do I think that those eruptions are going to get worse? I
know they are. And I think that is what the Lord was talking about. We are almost
there.
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When Steve said that he saw all of these volcanoes going off at the same time, I
asked him if he thought it would bring about a kind of nuclear winter, or more specifically
a “volcanic winter”.
“Absolutely,” he said, and also added how food production throughout the world
would be destroyed. He said that there would be famine across the world as a result of
those volcanoes going off.
You will find this statement very important as you read this document. Pay
particular attention to the historical information on erupting volcanoes effects with regard
to the world’s food supplies in the following paragraphs.
As Steve related all that he saw during his time with the Lord, this part of his
vision was for me perhaps one of the most disturbing events.
That’s because I saw it too.

The Year Without A Summer
Volcanoes can, and do, affect our climate and growing season.
As an example, when Mt. Tambora erupted in
Indonesia in 1815 it was the largest eruption of
a volcano in 10,000 years. The amount of ash
and pollution it jettisoned into the atmosphere
circulated across the globe and the eruption
was directly responsible for global cooling and
worldwide failure of crops. So bad were the
effects of Tambora’s eruption, 1816 became known as “The Year Without A Summer.”
Europe starved, food riots broke out in England and France and grain houses
were looted. Things were so bad in Switzerland that the Swiss government declared a
national emergency. Tambora’s eruption is also blamed for huge freak storms, deluges
and floods and even an August frost. The death rate for 1816 was twice the norm with
200,000 people in Europe perishing.
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Although that eruption may have been the biggest, it was by no means the only
one that affected climate.
From Mt. Pinatubo in 1991, to Krakatoa in 1883, to
the Laki Volcano in Iceland in 1783, and other
numerous examples throughout the centuries,
history records diminished temperatures around the
earth, poor growing seasons, famines associated
with crop failures, freak weather and more, all
caused by these eruptions.
What would happen if Steve is right and multiple volcanoes erupt all at the same time?
It’s a frightening thought given the impact to world’s climate and food supplies by the
Tambora eruption of 1816.
And that was only one volcano.
When multiple volcanoes go off simultaneously - life as we know it will change forever.
Years before I met Steve Quayle or he and his partner in NVS Productions,
Vanessa Boshoff, made the documentary Cascadia Is The Big
One, the Lord was changing my paradigm in ways that I’d never
imagined.
I was a regular investment guy, licking my wounds from a
devastating experience with the stock market crash of 2008 and
other dumb business decisions. I’d closed my practice and
decided that I needed to move on to something else.
I’d had been a Christian since 1983,
went to bible college, became a leader in the Church and
walked out my faith based on the Bible as best I could. Yet, it
took that experience and the Lord taking me behind the
proverbial woodshed to whip my behind and change how I thought. It was in that time
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of repentance and transition that God began to seed in me a mindset that would carry
me to this day.
The lesson(s) could be summed up in a simple summary: What I believed as the
truth was far different than that which I had come to know.
On the cusp of that revelation, the Holy Spirit opened my eyes to mankind’s
terrifying End Times Future.

The Vision
Don’t get me wrong.
I’m a pragmatic guy… a numbers guy. This document is not meant to be
religious dogma. Yet, I can’t separate those truths about the future that I came to
understand from a biblical timeline.
That’s because in this awakening of truth I was confronted with events that would
overtake humanity in ways that I had not previously understood. Up until that time,
these events had never been mentioned, or even considered, in the numerous End
Times books that I’d read, or the sermons and teachings on the subject that I’d heard.
They were, at least to me, new.
The Father had been dealing with me about many things in my own life and walk.
I was, as is everybody that stands before Him, without excuse. After repenting and
really listening, He began to show me a mosaic of the future.
Early one evening in 2008, before I’d ever written a novel, I fell very ill. I’m a
pretty healthy person so for me to get physically sick out of the blue is unusual. I told
my family that I needed to go lie down. As I rested, God had begun to pour all of these
thoughts into my head. Verses out of the Bible came alive and I saw things in my
mind’s eye that I’d never considered.
In the midst of this, the distress of my stomach overtook me and I headed for the
bathroom. That’s when everything went black.
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I didn’t realize I hit the floor and I woke up to my wife frantically shaking me and
asking if I was alright. I realized that I was laying in the bathroom. But I go into this
embarrassing story because I found myself lying face first on the fluffy bathroom rug
which looked like it’d been folded like a pillow. Rather than getting concussed by the
solid tile, my head hit this soft cushion. The first thought when I came to was: Who
folded the rug into a pillow? It certainly wasn’t me and when I asked my wife about it,
she said that’s how she found me. I can only assume that one of God’s angels was
being gracious and bundled up the rug to protect me.
Then my mind went to what I saw when I was out.
At first, I saw was nothing but frothing white water. Immediately
my perspective pulled back and I saw a 300-foot wave, a
tsunami, rising and rolling in the empty Pacific Ocean.
Somehow, I knew that it was generated from a volcanic
eruption in the Aleutian Islands at the top of the Ring of Fire.
Although I didn’t see the volcano specifically, I knew the exact
area that started the tsunami. Years later I discovered that this
volcano was in the island of Amukta in the Four Mountains
region of the Aleutians.
Later, God would show me other bits and pieces, adding to the vision in my
mind’s eye. I came to understand that this eruption started a chain reaction throughout
the Ring of Fire that would ignite all of the volcanoes in the Cascadia region. That
ground and magma movement would then in turn cause the Full Margin Rupture of the
Cascadia Subduction Zone. Like a runaway freight train, that massive earthquake
would set off the San Andreas Fault, which would then set off all of the associated
smaller faults to the south.
God showed me fire spewing from the earth in these regions and walls of water
hundreds of feet high sweep down through the Pacific, erasing coastlands as it went.
The torrent would not be localized to Cascadia or even the coasts of North America. I
saw destruction stretch all the way down into the coastlands of South America. While I
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did not specifically see the east coast of Asia or the bottom of the Ring of Fire affected, I
can only assume that the tsunamis that were generated didn’t stop at the west coast of
the Americas.
It was utter devastation, and it is a devastation on a scale that mankind is not
prepared for.
This is exactly the kind of destruction that Jesus showed Steve Quayle when he
first got saved.
Fast-forward to the novels that God inspired me to write.
In addition to the earthquakes, volcanoes and tsunamis that I saw, the
Holy Spirit had been downloading so many strange things into my
brain that I didn’t think anyone would believe me. That’s when God
prompted me to put these future events into a fictional format. I did
and parts of that first vision are in my second novel, As the Darkness
Falls.
Since that time, I’ve heard other stories of people having visions and dreams
about Cascadia and the world’s volcanoes waking up. I heard one particular dream that
has stuck with all of these years, but I can’t remember the person who had it. They also
saw volcanoes going off in the Northwest but in addition, they saw a Chinese invasion
of America. In that vision, they related how God protected Believers as they were
praying and at the same time, many Chinese troops were killed by the pyroclastic flows
of those erupting volcanoes.
These supernatural glimpses of the future appear to be coalescing in the present
day. There are urgent warnings from scientists that Cascadia is locked and loaded and
will bring about an earthquake in the 9’s or better.
However, Cascadia is only one turbulent portion of a much larger geologic
catastrophe waiting to happen.
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Recent activity indicates that The Ring of Fire is now clearing her throat and
getting ready to roar.

Current Events
On March 4th of 2021, unprecedented
ground movement occurred at the
bottom of The Ring of Fire.
Off the coast of the Kermadec Islands
in New Zealand, jackhammer quakes
registering three 8.0s rocked the
oceanic area. This was followed up by
an 8.1 in quick succession. These
quakes were preceded by pre-shocks
of 6.1, 7.3, 7.4 and a 7.9.
Almost as quickly as they registered, the USGS downgraded the quakes on their
website. However, the EGDI (the European Geological Data Infrastructure) accurately
posted the information and Steve Quayle managed to get a screen shot and posted it to
his website.
From a similar earlier event, which entailed three large quakes in quick
succession, one of Steve’s science contacts whom he calls “The Science Guy” offered
this explanation.
“These are synchronous triplet quakes.
Each one has an “S” Wave and a “P”
Wave. Because the quakes are
synchronous, it’s possible for people to
deny the existence of two quakes in the
triplet and simply call it one large event.
But they are individual earthquakes,
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synchronous, with magma movement under the epicenter of the quakes. And this
means that the quakes should be taken as a WARNING sign of bigger events to come.
Warning of what?
You may be very surprised.
The Kermadec Islands rests on top of the
remains of what scientists now know as
Zealandia, the supercontinent which broke apart
and was submerged, according to them, millions
of years ago. Thus, in reality, the islands are the
mountain peaks of that lost continent and one
can’t help but wonder if with this new round of
quakes is a sign that the continent, or at least a
portion of it, is trying to rise again.
Aside from the potential for disaster when all of
that water is displaced and the associated
seismic effects on the other parts of The Ring of Fire, what long hidden secrets of
ancient civilizations might be revealed if even only a portion of the continent rose again?
Steve Quayle has seen something very similar to this.
In Midnight Strikes, he said:
In addition, with the earth’s upheaval, I saw some islands disappear and other
ancient, legendary landmasses arise from beneath the waves.
He also said:
I saw great global tsunamis, bigger than anything we’ve ever seen, streak
across oceans and wipe out whole coastlands.
Could it be that the rising of these landmasses, with associated earthquakes and
subduction zone events, in fact, are partly to blame for the future global tsunamis that
Steve saw? One can only guess.
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Nonetheless, in the context of our discussion on Cascadia, these massive
quakes are hammering the backside of the Pacific Plate into the Juan de Fuca Plate,
which is already substantially subducting under the North America Plate. The additional
stress created and caused by these March 4th quakes cannot be understated.
Four huge earthquakes like that are unprecedented.
In addition to that activity in the
southern region of The Ring of
Fire, Mt. Shasta in California is
part of the Cascadia Arc and the
news from there is not good.
Since the early part of March
2021, thousands of microquakes
have begun to swarm Mr. Shasta.
While none of these tremors have been severe, what is apparent is that magma flow is
increasing in and around the “dormant” volcano’s caldera.
Mt. Shasta’s last eruption occurred in 1786 however, back then the land around
the volcano was largely unsettled with the exception of a limited number of Native
Americans living in the area. Today, a mere 60 miles to the south of the volcano rests
Redding, California with its population of over 90,000 residents. Most of these people
there have no idea of the ticking time bomb in whose shadow they live.
Back to the southeast of The Ring of
Fire is Mt. Sinabung in North Sumatra,
Indonesia where tectonic instability is
also growing.
To show you how quickly things can
change in The Ring of Fire, up until
August of 2010, Mt. Sinabung had been
dormant for 400 years until it roared
back to life with a massive eruption. As
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quickly as it started, it appeared to go back to sleep… until 2014 when it began to spew
lava and ash on a continual basis from that time until this with current activity building to
an even larger event. Since early in March 2021, massive pyroclastic flows have been
emanating from the volcano and seismic activity is constant.
And, although it is far removed
from the Pacific, Mt. Etna on the
island of Sicily in Italy is the
highest and most active volcano
in Europe. It’s also a result of
subduction tectonics as the
African plate slides under the
Eurasian plate. The results of that
subduction, as it will be with the
Cascadia Subduction Zone and
the Cascadia Arc, was explosive.
After a 500,000 year slumber, Etna thundered to life with a series of explosive
eruptions in 2001. Since that time, it has, for all intents and purposes, continually
erupted with dangerous results to include violent pyroclastic and lava flows and ash
falls. The local economy has been severely impacted.
Indeed, volcanic activity throughout the world is experiencing an uptick.
As of the date of this writing, there are 28 erupting volcanoes across the world
with an additional 9 volcanoes that either have minor activity or a warning to of a
pending eruption, and an additional 40 volcanoes that are showing signs of unrest.
We are told by the experts that there is no limit to the number of volcanoes that
can erupt all at the same time, but the chances are “highly unlikely”. However, Steve
saw “all of them” spewing, all at the same time and I’m inclined to believe him.
Because, as I said, I saw it too.
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So, what would happen if all of the volcanoes in the world, or at least a good
portion of them erupt all at the same time?
To help answer that question, Steve again solicited help from The Science Guy
and shared that report with me. Below I’ve provided you with a summary of this very
important information.

Volcanic Ash and Gasses and Their Long-Term Affects
Volcanic Ash vs. Regular Ash
•

When wood or other materials are burnt, the smoke and particulates are inhaled
into your lungs and coats them with carbon, i.e. organic material.

•

However, volcanic ash are particulates derived from rock. When you ingest this
ash, you are literally inhaling particles of rocks and glass. Rather than organic
carbon, this material is silica based. This is why people that breath in too much
volcanic ash succumb to silicosis. This is the literal shredding of your lungs from
miniscule glass shards from volcanic ash and gasses. Prolonged exposure or
deep inhalation will cause permanent damage to your longs and can lead to
asphyxiation.
Volcanic Ash Effects on Farming & Food Production

Volcanic ash that lands in large volumes can come in two forms:
•

The first is glass type ash which is not water
soluble like carbon ash. This ash must be
gathered up and moved away from the area
in order to grow crops again.

•

The remnants of Lahars are a combination of
mud, ash and debris. When it dries it’s as
hard as cement and like cement, has to be
jackhammered and removed before planting can occur.
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Volcanic Emissions Effects to the Atmosphere
•

Particulates and gasses launched into

the atmosphere rain back down on the earth
in the form of acid rain. It is poison from the
sky and is deadly to humans, animals and
plants.
•

The particulates which aren’t returned to

the ground with rainwater circumvent the
globe and can damage jet engines, as well
as other mechanical devices.

Thus, it is

detrimental to air travel and has caused
extensive flight interruptions over the years.
•

Volcanic ash and particulates also hinder

sunlight because it refracts the sun’s rays back upward, thus cooling the planet as
well as causing strange weather and hindering the growing seasons.
Volcanic Activity in 2020
•

There were 70 major eruptions last year.

•

Notable was Mt. Taal in the Philippines. Its
eruption started on January 12th and lasted
seven months.

In that time, the volcano

launched an estimated 200 million tons of ash
into the air. Four towns were burned to the
ground from lava flow.

Ash and acid rain

washed over the land as far as 62 miles away,
causing businesses, schools and government
offices to close. The ash particulates from this
eruption is still circling the earth and has
lowered

the

rate

of

photosynthesis

by

approximately ½ percent in the southern
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hemisphere. This ash is expected to continue to circulate for the next 10 to 20
years. Keep in mind that as additional volcanoes erupt and jettison their toxic
plumes, the lowing of the photosynthesis rate becomes cumulative.
•

Throughout 2020 more than 40,500 million tons of ash was launched into the air
from eruptions.

Some of this landed back to earth in the areas around the

volcanoes. However approximately 12,000 tons of the volcanic particulates found
their way to the stratosphere and contributed to a 2.5 percent reduction of
photosynthesis globally. Again, it’s estimated that these particulates will stay
airborne for the next 10 to 20 years and will have a cumulative effect on overall
photosynthesis and changing our climate.
•

Early reporting in 2021 indicates that eruptions are on track this year to double last
year’s numbers. Scientists are very concerned because volcanoes that were once
thought to be extinct or dormant are now showing significant signs of life.
Long Term Dangers

When the cumulative amount of ash in the atmosphere reaches 150,000 million tons,
things will go from bad to worse.
•

Over a long period of time, airplanes and ships will no longer be able to move
because of damage done to their engines. This means that global transportation
will grind to a halt and people and goods will not be able to travel via these
methods over long distances. Life as we know it will change significantly.

•

The food transportation and distribution system will be shut down and people will
be forced to obtain their food locally.

•

However, because of ash being embedded in the soil and crops, growing your
food will become increasing difficult.
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•

This ash will diminish and may even kill all of
the plankton and krill of the oceans. Since
these creatures are the basis of the
ecosystem of the ocean, other sea creatures
will die and food from the ocean will also
become scarce.

•

There will be a volcanic winter caused by
these eruptions with all of the detrimental effects to the earth and mankind.

•

Sickness from inhaling volcanic particulates will increase lung disease and
deaths around the world.
Given the above report, the potential eruption of numerous volcanoes all at the

same time is harrowing. Yet, the numbers don’t lie.

Cascadia By The Numbers
I’ve never held myself out to be some sort of a prophet. I’m just a guy. I saw
what I saw, and I heard what the Holy Spirit said to me. I wrote my books because I
had to. Because with all of these truths boiling up inside me, I could not contain this
information. I had to get them out. Writing was that outlet.
Although very well done and
informative, Steve’s and Vanessa’s
movie only tells part of the story.
What is occurring now in the
unsettled earth will affect everyone in
the world because these changes are
the beginning of Tribulation. But I
don’t expect you to take my word for it. Let’s look at what science says regarding the
future of the earth’s crustal upheaval.
If you’ve seen Cascadia Is The Big One, you know the danger that the Pacific
Northwest is in. Yet, this is only part of the story. Yet how could he and Vanessa
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communicate the horror of a world literally torn apart? They had to take it one bite at a
time. So, Cascadia was an easy narrative to communicate the danger. After all, with
huge cities like Seattle, Portland and everything in between, the jeopardy to the public is
very real… very scientific.

Otherwise known as the Cascadia Subduction Zone, or CSZ, is a convergent
plate boundary that stretches from northern Vancouver Island in Canada to Northern
California in the United States. It’s huge.
For those that understand geologic reason, you’ll comprehend how these locked
land masses can instill terror in the hearts of land dwellers near the North American
coast. But’s by no means is it fear porn. It’s science and it is very, very dangerous.
What’s worse is this potential for loss of life in the millions was not really
discovered until the 80’s and millions of people have been put into harm’s way because
of ignorance.
The CSZ is a very long, sloping, subduction
zone where the Juan de Fuca and Gorda
plates butt up against the much more
significant North America Plate. While this
may sound destructive enough, consider that
the Pacific Plate is hammering the Juan de
Fuca plate on its backside, to the south.
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If you’re thinking that that’s a lot of movement and tension between tectonic
plates, you are absolutely right. We are right in the middle of the Ring of Fire and all of
this tension is being unleashed in ways that have substantial impact on earth’s crust,
and just offshore to Vancouver, Washington State, Oregon and Northern California.

Without getting too technical, the zone itself varies in width and lies offshore
beginning near Cape Mendocino in Northern California. It then passes through Oregon
and Washington to about Vancouver Island in British Columbia.
The Juan de Fuca plate is transversing underneath the North American plate at
approximately three to four millimeters and thirty to forty millimeters a year, which is
about the length of time it takes your fingernails to grow.
On second thought… that doesn’t sound so bad, does it?
No… it’s a very big deal.
Consider for a moment that all of this movement, subduction, has occurred over
more than 300 years. Like a Japanese bullet train that’s stopped to pick up passengers,
the Juan de Fuca plate is stuck at the edge of the of North America plate and
passengers are crowding behind it like sardines. The pressure’s building and those
passengers behind the mass of people are trying to push onto the train. The force from
all of those bodies, or in this case the plate, can’t stand there indefinitely.
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This land mass, the Juan de Fuca plate, which is being hindered by the North
America plate, has to move because of physics. When it does… all Hell will break
loose. This is the basis of Steve and Vanessa’s documentary.
But it is certainly not the worst part.

Immediate Threat
When the North America Plate finally does move, it will rebound like a spring. At
that time the recoil, like a 12-gage shotgun to your shoulder, will result in an 8.0 and 8.6.
If that’s all it is, consider yourself lucky. This would be a localized earthquake and,
although bad enough, the widespread destruction of seismic movement would be
minimal compared to what could have happened.
But that’s not what Steve or I, or other people have seen through supernatural
lenses.
What we have seen would be classified as “The Very Big One.”
That entails the entire zone giving way all at once. This is an event that
seismologists call a full-margin rupture which is the literal unzipping of the CSZ from top
to bottom, or vice versa, and results in a magnitude earthquake that will be somewhere
between 9.7 and 10.2, conservatively.
We’re talking destruction on a massive scale.
The naysayers will automictically say I’m crazy. They will ask, “What evidence to
you have?!”
This is where the scary science of past breaks comes into play.
Geologic history tells us that within the Cascadia Subduction Zone there have
been 41 earthquakes in the last 10,000 years. So, roughly that’s an earthquake every
243 years, give or take. And we know that the last earthquake occurred on this fault on
January 26, 1700. That earthquake was an estimated 9.0 magnitude or more.
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Based upon the previous figures, we’re at about 315 years into a 243 year cycle.
In other words, we’re way overdue for the Big One.
Let’s pause here for a second.
The last time that the CSZ cooked off the Pacific Northwest was largely
uninhabited by modern standards. Yes, there were Native Americans in the area and
even a few settlers. Yet, our modern huge metropolises were nonexistent.
Ø A 30 second earthquake is estimated to be in the low to mid 7’s in order of
magnitude.
Ø An earthquake that lasts up to a minute is thought to be in the high 7’s.
Ø At two minutes we’re looking at an 8.
Ø To feel an earthquake that last three minutes, you are in the midst of a high 8.
Ø Beyond that we can expect an earthquake that lasts four minutes to be a 9 or
better.
By comparison, the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake was a 6.9 and lasted only 15
seconds. Yet, it killed 63 people and cost $6 billion. The destruction it wrought was
monumental.
There are currently more than
seven million people living within
the cities of the Pacific Northwest
and we are talking about the
worst natural disaster in the
history of North America.
Unimaginable.
By comparison, roughly three thousand people died in San Francisco’s 1906
earthquake and nearly two thousand died in Hurricane Katrina. In addition, nearly three
hundred people died in Hurricane Sandy and a whopping 20,000 deaths was the direct
result of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake in Japan, which left $220 billion in damages in its
wake.
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Suffice to say, there is no way we’re ready for the carnage that lay ahead.
As I think about this, my mind automatically goes back to the 1994 Northridge
earthquake in the area of the San Fernando Valley in Southern California. I was in bible
college in Southern California at the time, although a safe enough distance so as not
have had major damage. The 24 hours news cycle covered the death and despair up
close and personal.
Buildings collapsed, razor sharp glass littered the street and bridges collapsed.
Heart wrenching stories of first responders having to cut off limbs from people stuck in
cars under those bridges is something that I will never forget.
However, that was only a 6.7 magnitude earthquake.
6.7…
Can you imagine what a 9.0 or better will do to a populated city?
Mass destruction.

Science, not me, not Steve Quayle, says that destruction from a CSZ earthquake
will encompass an area of at least a hundred and forty thousand square miles. Within
that area lays Seattle, Tacoma, Portland, Eugene, Salem, Olympia and more. It will be
carnage on steroids.
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Think about it: The population of Northridge is 70,000 plus. Certainly in 1994 the
inhabitants of the city were less than that number. However, the deaths per day as a
result of that localized event were some 73 fatalities per day associated with the event.
What would a massive earthquake on the scale of what we’re talking about do to
the people living in the Northwest?
It would decimate them.
The weighty truth of the matter is that people that
aren’t immediately crushed by falling buildings will
end up dying from being serrated by falling glass and
debris. That’s because it’s been estimated that some
three feet of broken glass will litter downtown Seattle
and other cities like it. The windows to the
skyscrapers in those cities are designed to blow
outward in an earthquake. With nowhere else to go
but down, it’s a sure bet that human beings on the
street trying escape the shaking from those buildings
will become victim to that falling glass.
Along with that, landslides will inundate the region at the very least. There’s
30,000 people living and working in Seattle alone. They will be faced with solid ground
turned into a swampy chaos via liquefaction. This is a process by which the earth starts
behaving like a liquid. The problem is that there are buildings, some of them tall
skyscrapers, built on top of it. In fact, it’s estimated that at least 15% of the buildings in
Seattle are built on liquefiable land. Imagine, schools, daycares, hospitals and office
buildings containing thousands of people all of a sudden being subject to the unstable
shifting earth under their feet.
If you thought that was bad, consider for a moment that Portland’s state liquid
fuel and other structures which houses everything from electrical substations to naturalgas terminals, sits on the very same kind of land that will turn to mush when the CSZ
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lets loose. As you can imagine, infrastructure will crumble and as the drama plays out,
these second-tier disasters will multiply.
Only then, as the shaking subsides, does the real terror begin.

Undulating Destruction
Anyone who has seen Youtube videos of the Japanese tsunami and the
December 26th tsunami in 2004 in Indonesia couldn’t help but wonder when the wave
upon wave of destruction would stop.

As noted, Japanese building standards are extremely high as a result of their
intimate experience with seismic events. Yet, because of the ocean’s power none of
that building prowess could save them.
Given our experience with earthquakes, the estimate of FEMA that only 13,000
will die in the next big CSZ quake, and the subsequent tsunami, is laughable.
After all, Japan is known to have been prepared for the seismic event of 2011
and their buildings standards are much higher than the U.S. Yet, nothing they could do
could stop the torrent of water that washed ashore and raved that country after the
earthquake. The Japanese earthquake of 2011 was their own subduction zone event.
That earthquake caused the entire coastline to drop several feet and the resulting
tsunami scoured the land like a giant eraser.
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The 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake also occurred along a tectonic
subduction zone where the India Plate, an oceanic plate, was being subducted beneath
the Burma micro-plate, part of the larger Sunda plate.
Consider in both of these events, the illustration of a bucket of water in your
hands. Now imagine you trying to throw that bucket of water at someone, but someone
else was holding your arms firmly. Now suppose the person holding you suddenly let
go. All of that pent up energy and strength you were projecting is now free to toss that
water outward.
That scenario, although a
rudimentary example, is exactly
what happened in both the 2011
Japanese and the 2004 Indonesian
earthquakes.
In the Japan quake, one tectonic
plate butting underneath another
plate had built up pressure over a long period of time. According to physics, that force
had to be released and that release resulted in the displacement of unimaginable
amounts of water as a 190 mile by 95 miles swath of seafloor jerked with motion. By
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some estimates it moved as much as 164 feet to the east-southeast, and upward
approximately 33 feet. This “displacement” caused massive amounts of water to be
thrust toward the island of Japan with 33 foot waves, as well as other destinations.
Throughout the Pacific basin, the earthquake triggered tsunami warnings in
numerous countries. At speeds approaching 500 miles per hour, the tsunami sped
outward from the epicenter, generating 11 to 12 feet waves which struck the coasts of
Kauai and Hawaii. It also produced 5-foot waves along the island of Shemya in the
Aleutian Islands and 9 foot waves struck the California and Oregon coasts hours later.
But it didn’t stop there. A full 18 hours after that devastating quake, waves in the range
of 1 foot found their way to the coast of Antarctica and caused a portion of the
Sulzberger Ice Shelf to break off.
By the time the water receded, it was apparent that far more damage and loss of
life was a result of this wall of water than that of the initial 9.0 earthquake.
We are kidding ourselves if we think that history won’t repeat itself on the coasts
of North America.

Ghost Stories
In 1986 a paleogeologist with the USGS by the name of Brian Atwater and
graduate student David Yamaguchi discovered ancient arrowgrass under a top layer of
sand along Neah Bay in Oregon. That discovery led him to believe that the ground
suddenly sank below sea level causing the vegetation to be killed by saltwater.
In addition, The Ghost Forest is a grove of dead, but still partially standing, red
cedars on the banks of the Copalis River near the Washington coast. These remnants
of geologic history are spread out along a low salt marsh on the northern bend in the
river. The strange monuments had puzzled people in the area for a long time. For
years, it had been assumed that a gradual rise of the sea level eventually inundated the
marshy area and killed the trees over time.
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Then, in 1987, Atwater and Yamaguchi had the brilliant idea of testing the trees
and counting the rings. What they found is that these long dead remnants had all died
at the very same time, shortly after 1699. Root samples confirmed that the trees died
sometime between 1699 and 1700.
In 1995, an international team of scientists gathered samples from the coast of
the Northwest and ascertained that the coast all along British Columbia, Washington
State, and Oregon suddenly dropped due to what could have only been a violent
earthquake. Further, they also determined that the subsequent tsunami brought in sand
which covers the top layers of ground.
Japanese historic records also point to evidence of a destructive, although
distantly produced, seismic and tsunami event. That’s because their coast was struck
by just this kind of tsunami on January 26, 1700. So, by comparing what scientists had
come to understand from the physical glues on the Northwest coast, and by studying
the flow of the Pacific Ocean, scientists have found a direct connection to the previous
CSZ earthquake and the 1700 tsunami in Japan.
Interestingly, geologists since that time have dug into the banks of local rivers
and beaches in the area and revealed thousands of years of layers of sand, exactly like
that of the January 1700 event. However, they’ve also ascertained that these layers
show that the largest events of the CSZ occurred some 5,900 to 8,800 years ago.
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This means that the January 1700 event pales in comparison to what will once
again happen in the area.
Conservatively, scientists believe that a Full Margin Rupture of the CSZ will
cause the Continental Shelf from California to Canada to drop by at least 6 feet, and
then rebound 30 to 100 feet to the west. This movement will suddenly and
catastrophically cause the loss of any elevation and compression that has been gained
by the subduction of the plates over the centuries. That springing up and out of the
seafloor will displace massive amounts of water and inundate the coastal lands of the
Pacific with a subsequent tsunami.
Odds are that we will see this event in our lifetimes because scientists say the
chances are 1 in 3 that this massive shaker will take place within the next 50 years. But
dead trees are not the only ones telling stories of mass destruction via violent shifting of
the earth’s crust.
Native Peoples’ oral traditions are rife
with stories of the shifting earth in the
area.
For instance, there is a story that had
been passed down from seven
generations of the Huu ay aht people in
British Columbia. Relating that tradition
in 1964, then Chief of the tribe, Louis
Nookmis, spoke about how Vancouver Island’s Pachena Bay people were suddenly and
violently wiped out by an earthquake and tsunami. He said that the shaking of the land
took place at night and that the land sank, and the people were swallowed by water with
a total lose of life. Not one survived.
The head of the Makah tribe, Billy Balch, also told a similar tale. Their tradition
speaks of how all of the water receded from Neah Bah in Washington State only to
come rushing back in and inundating the entire region, a tsunami.
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Stories from the traditions of the Chinook, the Makah, the Tillamook, and Coos
tribes all speak about coastal
settlements being wiped about by a
tsunami. Many of these stories tell
about not only the strong shaking of a
great earthquake which was felt over
200 miles of coastline. They also
related how there were several
aftershocks and how the ground turned to liquid. In awe, those relating the stories
would speak about how the tsunamis lasted for several hours as the earthquake and
waves destroyed many villages and drowned their people.
These descriptions of a sudden sinking of the land and onslaught of water
absolutely correspond with modern day analysis of the geologic record. In addition,
archeologic finds of Native people’s artifacts appear to be inconsistent at times and it is
thought that numerous geologic events over thousands of years might be responsible
for the discrepancies.
The Full Margin Rupture of the Cascadia Subduction Zone has occurred in
recent history and several times throughout ancient history. The destruction wrought by
a rebelling earth has become the stuff of Native folklore.
Because of the youth of our country and our lack of history, we have built huge
cities in the area of the CSZ’s reach and those uninformed actions will cost many
people their lives.
And sooner, rather than later.

The Other Shoe
As bad as a CSZ Full Margin Rupture will be, it’s only part of the story.
Remember, Cascadia is a relatively small area of the larger, and more dangerous, Ring
of Fire. And that “ring” is bordered by fire-breathing volcanoes, not to mention several
submarine volcanoes hidden under the ocean.
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It’s not surprising that many of the volcanoes surrounding the Ring of Fire were
created by the subduction of plate boundaries, not unlike the CSZ. And it is within this
fiery ring that most of the planet's subduction zones exist. To add to this magma
upheaval, would it surprise you that within the Pacific Northwest, the Cascadia region,
11 of the world’s 18 deadliest volcanoes reside? This area is known as the Cascade
Volcanic Arc.
The same tectonic processes that produce earthquakes and tsunamis in the
Cascadia subduction zone are also responsible for the formation and eventual eruption
of the volcanoes in the area. Within these peaks, forces such as accretion, subduction,
deep earthquakes, and movement of magma are directly responsible for the volcanism
of the Cascades. That activity has produced massive eruptions over the millennia to
include the most recent of Mt. St. Helens.
Name

Elevation

State

Last Eruption

Mt. Rainier

14,411

Washington

Nov to Dec 1894

Mt. Shasta

14,162

California

1786

Mt. Adams

12,280

Washington

950 AD

Mt. Hood

11,239

Oregon

1865 to 1866

Mt. Baker

10,781

Washington

Sept to Nov 1880
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Glacier Peak

10,541

Washington

1700 + or – 100yrs

Mt. Jefferson

10,497

Oregon

950 AD

Lassen Peak

10,457

California

1914 to 1917

Silverthrone Caldera

10,370

British Columbia

100,000 yrs ago

South Sister

10,358

Oregon

50 BC

North Sister

10,085

Oregon

100,000 yrs ago

Middle Sister

10,047

Oregon

14,000 yrs ago

Mt. McLoughlin

9,495

Oregon

30,000 yrs ago

Mt. St. Helens

8,363

Washington

1980 to 2001

But it is Mt. Rainer that is considered the most dangerous mountain in America.
Why?
When it does erupt, and it will, it’s estimated that the ash propelled into the
atmosphere from this monster will cause loss of life and property damage which will far
exceed the 1980 eruption of Mt. St. Helens.
Although the volcano hasn’t seen a significant eruption in 500 years, its large
stature, intense seismic activity and hydrothermal system along with some 26 glaciers in
its glacier mantle have labeled it a ticking time bomb.
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The glaciers alone are five times more numerous than on all the other volcanoes
in the Cascadia Arc. If an eruption caused only a small portion of these to melt, the
result would be gigantic lahars, debris and mud flows that would sweep away everything
in their path. These super-heated mud rivers will be hundreds of feet high and travel as
fast as 50 miles per hour. Without sounding too dramatic, they would be rivers of death
and would destroy everything in their way. First in line to lose their lives will be the
150,000 residents that live on top of Mt. Rainier’s old mudflows. And because the
volcano is less than a mere 17 miles away from Olympia, Washington, the expected
property damage is significant.
But Mt. Rainier is only one volcano in a system of volcanoes that traverse the
Ring of Fire.
The Ring cuts a volcanically and seismically tumultuous track around the Pacific
Ocean, and traverses from New Zealand, Indonesia, Japan, around to the Aleutians in
North, across to Alaska, and down through North, Central and South America. And
some people would even say Antarctica at the bottom of the world is part of this system.
It is a place where far too often, the world’s most powerful earthquakes shake the crust
of the earth.
Throughout this region, there is massive ground movement to include: a 9.5 in
Bio-Bio, Chile in 1960, a 9.2 in Southern Alaska during 1964, a 9.1 in Tohoku, Japan in
2011, a 9.0 in Kamchatka, Russia in 1952, an 8.8 in Ecuador in 1906 and a 8.7 in the
Aleutian Islands in 1965, just to name a few.
The binding of tectonic plates on one another is the primary reason for all of this
activity, just as the Juan de Fuca plate is stuck on the North America plate. Like those
devastating mega earthquakes above, the unsticking of the North America plate will
cause a kickback that is sure to kill tens of thousands of people at the very least.

The Aleutians
At the very top of the Ring of Fire is the Aleutian Arc where 44 volcanoes lay in
wait with most of them being classified as “dormant”. Extending nearly 1,900 miles from
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the Gulf of Alaska to the Kamchatka Peninsula in the west, as with other areas of
subduction in the Ring, here the Pacific plate is pushing beneath the North America
plate. Also, as with Cascadia, this subduction is directly responsible for the formation of
the Aleutians as well as the deep offshore Aleutian Trench.

If you’ll recall, the subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate under the North America
plate was occurring at approximately 30 to 40 mm a year. However, here on the
Aleutian Arc we see the Pacific plate subducting the North America plate at a rate of
roughly 60 mm a year and even faster at the Arc’s eastern edge at 76 mm a year.
Without belaboring the potential for disaster, consider the ramifications of an even
greater rate of subduction.
In other words, the top of the Ring of Fire could be classified as being in even
worse shape. History tells us that the Arc also exhibits intense volcanic activity to
include huge megathrust earthquakes and massive tsunamis.
Seismically active, this region is plentiful with moderate to large earthquakes
every year. In fact, since 1900 there have been 12 significant earthquakes in this area
7.5 or greater, to include a 1986 8.0 earthquake in the Andreanof Islands and a 1996
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7.9 earthquake in the same area. Stunningly, six great earthquakes, 8.3 or larger,
ravaged the Aleutian Arc and have nearly ruptured the entire shallow megathrust
contact.
This is seismic violence on an unbelievable level.
The 8.6 Unimak Island earthquake in 1946 caused a huge tsunami which swept
across the Pacific, to include Antarctica. Unimak Island itself saw waves 137 feet high,
with the tsunami hitting Hilo, Hawaii and causing mass casualties.
An 8.6 1957 earthquake near the Andreanof Islands stretched over an area of
nearly 750 miles and resulted in the longest running aftershock zone in all of the Arc’s
events and also generated a 32-foot tsunami.
But the monster of quakes occurred on March 28, 1964 with a massive 9.2
earthquake near Prince William Sound. Ranked as the 2nd largest quake in the world,
the event tore up from the Sound from the northeast to the southern end of Kodiak
Island, some 435 miles. Devastation occurred in Kenai, Moose Pass and Kodiak with
had shaking noted throughout the Alaska region to include the western Yukon Territory
and British Columbia. The subsequent tsunami also significantly damaged the Gulf of
Alaska, West Coast of America and Hawaii.
There have been other very significant seismic events emanating from this area,
but you get the idea. Being part of the Ring of Fire, the Aleutian Arc is definitely pulling
its weight.

Bringing Up The Rear
At the very bottom of the Ring of Fire, beyond New Zealand, is Antarctica.
Often times, the most southern continent is excluded from being named as part
of the circle of pyre. This is primarily due to the fact that no oceanic plates are
subducting under its continental margins. Yet, when looking at the seismic and volcanic
activity associated with the glacial land mass, such an exclusion can be considered a
slight.
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Mt. Erebus is considered the
most active known volcano on
the continent but who’s to say
what lays under the ice or the
waterline?
A previous count of Antarctic
volcanoes totaled 47.
However, there has been a
recent discovery of an
additional 91 volcanoes throughout the world’s southern most landmass. In fact, a
recent change in thinking is leading many scientists to believe that the Antarctic could
be the most extensive volcanic region on planet earth.
Some of their peaks soar as high as 3,300 feet tall and span miles across. In
addition, the recent discovery of some very important submarine volcanoes around the
continent have also received a lot of attention lately.
But why is all of this information on volcanic activity in the Antarctic so important?
Because it is apparent that some of them are waking up and it is thought that the
volcanic heat they produce may well be responsible, as opposed to global warming, for
the melting ice of the continent.
Seismic activity around Antarctica is also fairly robust. In March of 1998, the
Balleny Islands experienced an 8.1 earthquake and subsequent tsunami. The torrent
caused extensive damage and loss of life.
As these volcanoes come back to life, the results will be devastating.

Going Nuclear
No discussion of subduction zone events would be complete without mentioning
the secondary and tertiary damage that is done by earthquakes and tsunamis.
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One need look no further
than the 2011 Japan
earthquake which caused a
massive tsunami to sweep
inland, laying waste to
everything in its path…
including the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear powerplant.
That event ranks as the
worst nuclear disaster ever
to been seen by mankind. To this day, marine life is still dying and with the continual
release of irradiated cooling water into the Pacific Ocean, because they don’t know what
else to do with it, the whole Pacific is dying. The long-term consequences of that
accident and the fallout of follow up actions by Japan’s government and their nuclear
agency is not something we can even wrap our minds around.
Yet, just as that earthquake and tsunami were generated by Japan’s own
subduction zone, the CSZ is just as capable to irradiate the coastlands of North
America.
That’s because there are two nuclear plants on the California coast that could
also be subject to destruction via the earthquake and tsunami generated from a Full
Margin Rupture of Cascadia.
Diablo Canyon in southern California was
only designed to withstand a 7.5magnitude quake. The other nuclear
powerplant is San Onofre which was only
engineered to ride out a 7.0 quake! And
while both of these plants will one day be
fully decommissioned, the nuclear
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material is still on site and still in harm’s way of a massive tsunami.
Remember, the event we are talking about, a Full Margin Rupture of Cascadia,
could generate a quake in the low to mid 10s! And that doesn’t even take into account
a wall of water rushing into land to destroy whatever is left standing at the plants.
In addition, there are numerous other, non-nuclear, powerplants dotting the
region from Southern California all the up through British Columbia. A tsunami event of
significant strength will certainly turn out the lights for a large portion of Americans and
Canadians in the west.
When, or even if, the power comes back up is anyone’s guess.
And you might be surprised to
discover that 13.5% of agricultural
receipts in the United States last
year were from California, the
leading producer in all of America.
What will happen when the fertile
farmlands become either
radioactive or are washed away by
seawater?
If you can glean that answer, you are beginning to see how a Full Margin
Rupture of the Cascadia Subduction Zone will affect everyone’s life in the United States
and beyond.
But a CSZ event is only the start of trouble.
Scientists now say that a massive event on the CSZ could well trigger the San
Andreas fault.
At a place called the Triple Junction, the southern part of the CSZ crosses the
Mendocino Transtorm Fault. Within a rock’s throw from there is the start of the
infamous San Andreas. It is in this area that scientists now believe a fuse could be lit
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beyond the destruction of a
Cascadia event. The
unzipping of the CSZ could
also unzip the San Andreas.
If you think this is just fodder
for a new disaster movie, think
again. Scientists have recently
provided their findings which
show that in addition a significant earthquake causing other quakes, it can also be the
cause of other large earthquakes on the opposite side of the world.
At the risk of sounding juvenile… duh!
Those findings published in Nature Scientific Reports on August 2, 2018
seemingly blow the lid off of just how little we know about the geologic workings of the
earth. Yet, with over 44 years of seismic data reviewed, Oregon State University
scientists found irrefutable evidence that a shock of 6.5 or bigger can trigger other
earthquakes 5.0 or greater.
What’s even more interesting is that the research shows that a quake is most
likely to induce another quake, within 30 degrees, of the original quake’s epicenter on
the other side of the world.
God help us.

The Ultimate Early Warning System
One of the interesting factoids that people have
noticed just before an earthquake is how dogs all
over the neighborhood will start barking, all at the
same time, and for no apparent reason. Other
animals have also been seen to act strangely prior
to an earthquake.
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That’s because the very first movement of the earth generates a compressional
wave which pushes outward from the epicenter. These are moving superfast and are
high frequency waves that, you guessed it, dogs and other animals can hear. However,
these frequencies are out of the range of human hearing.
It is these compressional waves that earthquake early warning systems are
based upon. Japan had this system and while the lead time is only 30 to 90 seconds
ahead of the shaking, it is long enough to automatically throw “off” switches on critical
services like trains and power plants, while opening elevations and so on. The state of
Oregon has also recently brought online this kind of earthquake early warning system.
But really, 90 seconds? Aside from
the above listed things you could
do in 90 seconds, it won’t save you
from being killed in the quake itself
or even a follow-up killer tsunami.
Yet, there is a supernatural early
warning system that you are now
privy to by reading this paper.
Remember, Steve Quayle saw all the volcanoes in the world going off all at the
same time. I saw events very much like that, although much more localized. Other
people have also seen what will happen seismically and volcanically in the not-toodistant future.
These warnings have been provided to you by a God who cares about you – if
you will listen. And because of His warnings, you can take advanced measures well
beyond 90 seconds to safeguard you and your loved ones.
In the coming days, when the earth will try to literally rip itself apart, you can
always look to Him for direction, for provision and for forgiveness.
There is no time like the present because the ground underneath our feet is just
shifting sand.

